Abstract—This paper focuses on the trajectory tracking control problem for an articulated unmanned ground vehicle. We propose and compare two approaches in terms of performance and computational complexity. The first uses a nonlinear mathematical model derived from first principles and combines a nonlinear model predictive controller (NMPC) with a nonlinear moving horizon estimator (NMHE) to produce a control strategy. The second is based on an input-state linearization (ISL) of the original model followed by linear model predictive control (LMPC). A fast real-time iteration scheme is proposed, implemented for the NMHE-NMPC framework and benchmarked against the ISL-LMPC framework, which is a traditional and cheap method. The experimental results for a time-based trajectory show that the NMHE-NMPC framework with the proposed real-time iteration scheme gives better trajectory tracking performance than the ISL-LMPC framework and the required computation time is feasible for real-time applications. Moreover, the ISL-LMPC produces results of a quality comparable to the NMHE-NMPC framework at a significantly reduced computational cost.

Index Terms—Articulated unmanned vehicle, autonomous system, input-state linearization, model predictive control.

I. INTRODUCTION

The size of arable farmland on the earth has been decreasing while human population has been increasing outstandingly. It is expected that the population of the world will reach 9.1 billion by 2050. Therefore, agricultural production will have to be double in order to feed a larger population and provide increasing demands for bioenergy [1]. To meet the demand for agricultural products, one possible solution is the automation of agricultural machines to get higher efficiencies and better precisions. Moreover, multitasking operations are needed in agricultural applications. For instance, a human operator simultaneously has to drive the agricultural vehicle with high precision, and adjust the position of a trailer and/or further parameters of several agricultural apparatus during tillage and planting. In this instance, a sophisticated and versatile control algorithm for the navigation of unmanned agricultural ground vehicles is a necessity to lead to an additional increment in the performance of the human operator.

The current implementations for automatic guidance of autonomous ground vehicles are based on either local positioning systems (vision or laser-based sensors) or global positioning systems (GPSs). Local positioning systems have been used in autonomous applications since the 70s [2], [3]. It has been reported that their main disadvantage is the sensitivity to light conditions in outdoor environments although they are cheap to implement [4]. Recent developments in satellite technologies have led to an increase in the use of the latter, which has gradually replaced the former prevalent in the 90s [5], [6]. Real-time kinematic (RTK) GPS yielding centimeter precision [7] has enabled intensive research on agricultural vehicles. Automated agricultural vehicles with GPSs have many advantages, such as extricating the driver from tiresome tasks of accurately steering the vehicle, increasing trajectory tracking accuracy, and being able to operate at night or in foggy weather.

Various control techniques have been used to solve the trajectory tracking problem for tractors with and without trailers [8], [9]. An adaptive controller was employed for a tractor assembled with dissimilar trailers in order to track straight lines [10]. Moreover, a linear optimal control method was proposed for a tractor-trailer system [11]. These controllers have been contingent on linearized dynamic and kinematic models, which are only valid for small yaw deviations around a fixed value and small steering angles, such that they are restricted to linear trajectories.

Model predictive control (MPC) is a popular technique in the process industry for multi-input-multi-output applications [12], [13]. Forasmuch as the tractor-trailer system can be described by variable set points for following curvilinear trajectories, this involves a merger between MPC structure and a nonlinear model as known nonlinear MPC (NMPC). NMPC was designed for a tractor-trailer system along with a curvilinear trajectory in [14] while an extended Kalman filter (EKF) was designed to estimate of the yaw angles of the tractor and trailer. In [15], the states of an agricultural vehicle including slips parameters were estimated with nonlinear moving horizon estimation (NMHE) and forwarded to an NMPC. This concept has been extended for the tracking of a space-based trajectory by a tractor-trailer system in a centralized control structure and accomplished results have been reported in [16]. Moreover, decentralized and distributed NMPC approaches have been recommended to reduce the computational burden.
with minimal loss of tracking performance [17], [18].

Although trajectory tracking performance obtained in the aforementioned studies is quite good, traditional NMPC implementations are computationally expensive. Therefore, the aim of this study was to design fast frameworks for trajectory tracking problem and compare their performance with regard to computational burden and tracking error. Firstly, a fast NMHE-NMPC framework is designed for tracking a time-based trajectory. In the NMHE-NMPC framework, the NMHE learns traction parameters using onboard sensors online, and the NMPC enables high accurate trajectory tracking. Thus, we provide robust tracking performance when uncertainty is high as uncertainty is reduced through learning whereas traditional NMPC approaches do not typically account for model uncertainty. Moreover, a real-time iteration scheme is proposed to solve NMHE and NMPC problems efficiently.

Secondly, it is shown that the nonlinear model is input-state linearizable and an LMPC is proposed for the linear transformation of the system. Both the frameworks are then implemented on a real-time system and benchmarked against each other.

This paper is organized as follows: The system is described in Section II. The formulations and implementations of NMHE and NMPC are given in Section III. The input-state linearization approach and LMPC control structure are explained in Section IV. The real-time experimental results are given in Section V. Finally, the study is summarized in Section VI.

II. UNMANNED TRACTOR-TRAILER SYSTEM

The goal of this paper is to obtain a precise trajectory tracking performance to ensure constant distances between rows to prevent from crop damage while variable soil conditions are subjected to an uneven, rough and wet grass field. The small tractor-trailer system, the actuators, and the sensors are shown in Fig. 1.

In order to measure the global position of the system, a real-time kinematic global positioning system (AsteRx2eH, Septentrio Satellite Navigation NV, Belgium) with the aid of the Flepos network is used with two antennas installed on the tractor and the trailer. There are three actuators to control the system: two electro-hydraulic valves (OSPC50-LS/EH-20, Dan-foss, Nordborg, Denmark) for the steering mechanisms and an electromechanical valve (LA12, Linak, Nordborg, Denmark) for the hydrostat system. In addition, a potentiometer (533-540- J00A3X0-0, Mobil Elektronik, Langenbeutingen, Germany), an inductive sensor and two encoders mounted on the rear wheels are used to measure respectively the angle of the front wheels of the tractor, the steering angle of the trailer, and the speed of the system. A real time operating system equipped with a 2.26 GHz Intel CoreTM2 Quad Q9100 quad-core processor is used to implement the control algorithms that have been executed and updated at a rate of 200 milliseconds in LabVIEWTM.

The adaptive kinematic model for the unmanned tractor-trailer system is an extended version of the one presented in [11], [19]. In order to make the system model adaptive, three traction parameters (μ, κ, η) are inserted. The tractor and trailer rigid bodies are mechanically coupled by the drawbar so that there exist two revolute joints (RJs) that interconnect the drawbar to the tractor at RJ1 and the drawbar to the trailer at RJ2 as illustrated in Fig. 2. The centers of gravity of the tractor and trailer are respectively represented by CG′ and CG. The equations for the system, which are a combination of the kinematic model in [20] and the speed model in [21], are written:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}^i &= \mu v \cos(\psi^i) \\
\dot{y}^i &= \mu v \sin(\psi^i) \\
\dot{\psi}^i &= \frac{\mu v \tan(\kappa \delta^i)}{L} \\
\dot{\chi}^i &= \mu v \cos(\psi^i) \\
\dot{\gamma}^i &= \mu v \sin(\psi^i) \\
\dot{\psi}^i &= \frac{\mu v}{L} \left( \sin(\eta \delta^i + \beta) + \frac{L_d}{L} \tan(\kappa \delta^i) \cos(\eta \delta^i + \beta) \right) \\
\dot{v} &= -\frac{v}{\tau} + \frac{K}{\tau} HP
\end{align*}
\]

where \(x^i (m), y^i (m), \chi^i (m), \gamma^i (m), \psi^i (rad)\) and \(\psi^i (rad)\) denote respectively the positions and yaw angles of the tractor and trailer while \(v (m/s)\) denotes circumferential speed of the wheels. The steering angles are respectively denoted by \(\delta^i (rad)\) and \(\delta^i (rad)\) for the tractor and trailer while the angle at RJ3 and the hydrostat position are respectively denoted by \(\beta (rad)\) and \(HP (%)\). Moreover, \(\mu, \kappa\) and \(\eta\) denote for

![Fig. 1. On the top left side: the electro-mechanical valve, on the bottom left side: the electro-hydraulic valve, on the top right side: the potentiometer, on the bottom right side: the articulated unmanned ground vehicle.](image-url)
the traction coefficients for the longitudinal and side slips. It should be noted that the traction parameters can merely acquire values between zero and one on asphalt roads and soil surfaces. If the traction parameter for the longitudinal slip is equal to one, all the rotary motion of the wheels is transformed into the linear motion of the vehicle. Moreover, a proportion of zero expresses that tires are rotating and the ground wheel speed is equal to zero so that the system is not completely controllable. In other words, the definition of the traction parameter \( \mu \) for longitudinal slip allows to convert the circumferential wheel speed \( v \) into a ground wheel speed \( \mu v \). The definition of the two traction parameters for side-slips maintains a manner to determine effective steering angles, i.e., \( \kappa \delta \) and \( \eta \beta \). It is assumed that each fraction for each steering angle ensures the actual tractor and trailer turning motions. Furthermore, the difference between yaw angles is equal to the summation of the angle at \( R \) and the steering angle of the trailer, i.e., \( \psi^f - \psi^r = \beta + \delta^i \). Since there are constraints on \( \beta \) and \( \delta^i \) defined respectively in (7) and (10), it is to be noted that the yaw angle difference cannot become larger than \( \beta + \delta^i = 45 \) degrees.

The equations in (1) are formulated in the following form:

\[
\dot{x} = f(x,u,p) \quad \text{and} \quad y = h(x,u,p) \tag{2}
\]

where \( x, u, p \) and \( y \) respectively denote the vectors of state, input, varying parameter and output of the system. The measured, fixed physical parameters are the distance between the front and rear wheels of the tractor \( L^f = 1.4m \), the distance between the \( R \) and the rear wheel of the trailer \( L^r = 1.3m \) and the distance between the rear wheel of the tractor and \( R \) \( L^r = 1.1m \). The identified, fixed parameters are [21]: the time-constant \( \tau = 2.05 \) and the gain \( K = 0.016 \) for the wheel speed model while the engine speed is at 2500 RPM. The angle between the tractor and drawbar \( \beta \) is measured and the traction parameters \( \mu, \kappa, \eta \) are estimated online so that the parameters in (5) can vary over time.

III. NMHE-NMPC FRAMEWORK

NMHE-NMPC framework was developed and implemented for the space-based trajectory approach in [13], [16], [17]. In this section, we will develop this framework for the time-based trajectory approach.

A. Nonlinear Moving Horizon Estimation

Although values of all system states must be gathered for NMPC, it is impossible to measure all of them in practice. For this reason, it is a requirement to estimate unmeasured states or unknown model parameters online. The traditional method as a state estimator is the Extended Kalman filter (EKF). However, the major drawback of the EKF is that it cannot take the bounds on the states into account. To accomplish this restraint of the EKF in this paper, NMHE has been employed inasmuch as it takes the state and parameter estimation regarding bounds into account within the same problem [15], [22], [23].

In this paper, we consider an NMHE formulation in the following form at each sampling time \( t \):

\[
\min_{x(\cdot),p(\cdot)} \| \hat{s}(t_k - t_h) - x(t_k - t_h) \|_P + \int_{t_k - t_h}^{t_k} \| y_m(t) - y(t) \|_{P_d}^2 dt \tag{7}
\]

s. t. \( \dot{x}(t) = f(x(t),u(t),p) \)

\[
y(t) = h(x(t),u(t),p) - 20 \text{deg} \leq \beta \leq 20 \text{deg}
\]

\[
0 \leq \mu, \kappa, \eta \leq 1 \quad \forall t \in [t_h,t_k]
\]

where \( y_m \) and \( y \) denote respectively the measured output and the output function of the system model. The deviations in the estimates for the states and parameters before the estimation horizon \( \hat{s}(t_k - t_h) \) and \( \hat{p}(t_k - t_h) \) are minimized by a symmetric positive semi-definite weighting matrix \( P \), while the deviations of the measured and system outputs in the estimation horizon are minimized by a symmetric positive semi-definite weighting matrix \( H \) [24]. The first part of the cost function in (7) is named the arrival cost and must be bounded as a requirement. If not, it may go to infinity. Therefore, the impact of the old measurements on \( P \) is reduced by a weighting matrix \( D_{\text{update}} \) in (8) [23].

The NMHE method can estimate the unmeasurable states and parameters of the system model simultaneously. The parameters have been assumed to be time-invariant and not subject to process noise over the estimation horizon. However, it is assumed that the parameters are time-varying and the random variables in the arrival cost. Therefore, additional weighting factors must be added as the variance of the parameters noise and the parameters appears only in the arrival cost. The extended weighting matrix \( D_{\text{update}} \in R^{n_x+n_p} \times (n_x+n_p) \) can be written as follows:

\[
D_{\text{update}} = \begin{bmatrix} D^{nx} & 0 \\ 0 & D^{np} \end{bmatrix} \tag{8}
\]

where \( D^{nx} \in R^{n_x \times n_x} \) and \( D^{np} \in R^{n_p \times n_p} \) represent the weighting matrix for the state noise covariance and the weighting matrix for the parameter pseudo-variance. The weighting matrix \( D_{\text{update}} \) is chosen based on the objective. Low gain in the process noise results in better estimation accuracy; however, it causes time-lag between true and estimated values. Therefore, the weighting coefficients for the measured states and parameters (e.g., \( x^i, y^i, x^j, y^j, v \) and \( \beta \)) are selected large while the weighting coefficients for the unmeasurable states and parameters (e.g., \( \psi^f, \psi^r, \mu, \kappa \) and \( \eta \)) are selected small in this paper. Thus, the input to the NMHE algorithm becomes the output of the system in (6) while the output of NMHE becomes the full states in (3) and full varying parameters in (5). Moreover, the standard deviations of the measurements have been set to \( \sigma_x = \sigma_y = \sigma_u = \sigma_v = 0.03 \text{ m}, \sigma_p = 0.0175 \text{ rad}, \sigma_\phi = 0.1 \text{ m/s}, \sigma_g = 0.0175 \text{ rad}, \sigma_{HP} = 0.0175 \text{ rad} \) and \( \sigma_{HP} = 3 \) based on the information obtained from the real-time
experiments. The following weighting matrices \( H \) and \( D_{\text{update}} \) have been used in NMHE:

\[
H = \text{diag}(\sigma_0^2, \sigma_y^2, \sigma_x^2, \sigma_y^2, \sigma_x^2, \sigma_y^2, \sigma_y^2, \sigma_y^2)^{-1}
\]

\[
D_{\text{update}} = \text{diag}(x', y', \psi', x', y', \psi', \mu, \kappa, \eta, \beta, \nu)
\]

\[
= \text{diag}(10.0, 10.0, 0.1, 10.0, 10.0, 0.1, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 1, 1)
\]

The estimation horizon \( t_h \) has been set to 3 seconds.

### B. Nonlinear Model Predictive Control

A nonlinear model represented in (2) \( f(\cdot, \cdot, \cdot) : \mathbb{R}_{x} \times \mathbb{R}_{u} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_{x} \) is the continuously state update function and \( f(0, 0, p) = 0 \) \( \forall t \) in which \( x \in \mathbb{R}_{x} \) and \( u \in \mathbb{R}_{u} \) are the state and input vectors. The states and inputs have to fulfill \( x \in X \), \( u \in U \) where \( X \subseteq \mathbb{R}_{x} \) is closed, \( U \subseteq \mathbb{R}_{u} \) is compact and each set contains the origin in its interior point.

In this study, we consider an NMPC formulation at each sampling time \( t \) in the following form:

\[
\begin{align*}
\min_{x(t), u(t)} & \quad \int_{t_k}^{t_{k+h}} \left( \| x_r(t) - x(t) \|_Q^2 + \| \Delta u(t) \|_R^2 \right) dt \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \dot{x}(t) = f(x(t), u(t), p) \\
& \quad -35 \text{ deg} \leq \delta(t) \leq 35 \text{ deg} \\
& \quad -25 \text{ deg} \leq \delta'(t) \leq 25 \text{ deg} \\
& \quad 0 \% \leq H P(t) \leq 100 \% \quad \forall t \in [t_k, t_k + t_h]
\end{align*}
\]

where the first and last parts are called the stage cost and the terminal penalty enforced the stability of NMPC in [25] in which \( Q \in \mathbb{R}_{x} \times \mathbb{R}_{x} \), \( R \in \mathbb{R}_{u} \times \mathbb{R}_{u} \) and \( S \in \mathbb{R}_{x} \times \mathbb{R}_{x} \) are symmetric positive definite weighting matrices, \( x_r \) denotes respectively the references for the states, \( x \) and \( \Delta u \) denote respectively the states and the change of the inputs, \( t_k \) denotes the current time, \( t_h \) denotes the prediction horizon, \( \hat{x}(t_k) \) denotes the estimated state vector by the NMHE. The first sample of \( u(t_k) \), \( u(t, x(t)) = u^*(t_k) \), is applied to the system and the NMPC problem is solved again over a moving horizon for the subsequent sampling time [13].

The references for the state are written:

\[
\begin{align*}
x_r &= (x', y', \psi', x', y', \psi', \mu, \kappa, \eta, \beta, \nu)^T
\end{align*}
\]

The weighting matrices \( Q \), \( R \) and \( S \) have been written:

\[
\begin{align*}
Q &= \text{diag}(2, 2, 0, 4, 0, 0) \\
R &= \text{diag}(7, 7, 7) \\
S &= 10 \times Q
\end{align*}
\]

The weighting matrix \( R \) is selected larger than the weighting matrix \( Q \) so as to obtain well damped closed-loop system response. The other justification is that the system dynamics are slow so that it is not able to give a rapid reaction. Inasmuch as the last state error value in the prediction horizon is so crucial for the stability issues, the weighting matrix \( S \) is adjusted to 10 times larger than the weighting matrix \( Q \).

If the prediction and control horizons are selected large, the computation burden for NMPC will increase unreasonably so that solving the optimization problem will be infeasible. Moreover, if the prediction and control horizons are selected too small, the stabilization of the system may not be achieved. As reported in [26], the prediction and control horizons of the NMPC must be large enough for a stable performance taking the velocity of the vehicle into consideration. Since the velocity of the tractor-trailer system is quite low, the prediction and control horizons do not have to be very large in this study. Therefore, the prediction and control horizons \( t_h \) have been set to 3 seconds.

### C. Implementation

The optimization problems in NMHE (7) and NMPC (10) are very similar so that using the same solution method for both of them makes sense [15]. Inasmuch as they are nonlinear and non-convex optimization problems, the computational burden for solving these problems is quite large, and depends on the order of the system, the non-linearity of the system, the horizon length and used nonlinear optimization solver.

In this study, the multiple shooting method has been consolidated with a generalized Gauss-Newton method [27]. The significant benefit is that the second derivatives that are arduous computing are not necessary. However, the drawback is that it is troublesome to foreknow the required number of iterations to attain a desired accuracy [28]. A simple solution that limits the number of iterations to 1 was proposed in [29]. Moreover, the Gauss-Newton iteration is divided into two parts: preparation and feedback parts. The preparation part is executed prior to the feedback part, and the feedback part is executed after measurements for NMHE and estimates for NMPC are available. In the preparation part, the system dynamics are integrated with the previous solution, and objectives, constraints, and corresponding sensitives are evaluated. In the feedback part, a single quadratic programming is solved with the current measurements for the NMHE and the current estimates for the NMPC. Thus, the new estimates for the NMHE and a new control signal for the NMPC are obtained. Compared to the classical method, this method minimizes feedback delay and produces similar results with higher computational efficiency [29]. Furthermore, the NMPC and NMHE are run in parallel, on separate processor cores, the NMHE preparation step is triggered at the same time as the NMPC feedback step. Therefore, this solution method reduces the overall required time for the preparation steps of the NMHE-NMPC. The ACADO code generation tool has been used to solve the constrained nonlinear optimization problems in the NMPC and NMHE [28]. Moreover, qpOASES software package, which is an open-source C++ implementation of online active set strategy, has been used as a QP solver [30].

### IV. ISL-LMPC Framework

#### A. Input-State Linearization Transformation

In the ISL-LMPC framework, an EKF has been used as an estimator. Since an EKF is not able to deal with the bounds on the states and parameters, we exclude the traction parameters for this framework.
The input-state linearization is a useful method to compensate the non-linearity of a system. In this section, a nonlinear model for the tractor-trailer system excluding the traction parameters in (1) is transformed into a virtual linear model by using an input-state linearization method. Once a virtual linear model has been obtained, linear control techniques are used to design a controller for the overall system.

By taking a nonlinear system in (2) into account in which \( f(x(t), u(t), p) \) is input-state linearizable if there exists a diffeomorphism such that the new state variables \( z = T(x) \) transform the nonlinear system in (2) into the following linear time-invariant system [31]:

\[
\dot{z} = Az + Bu_z
\]

where the pair \((A, B)\) is controllable. The transformation between the real and virtual control inputs resulting in the compensation of the system nonlinearities and a controllable linear system can be written as follows:

\[
u = \phi(x) + T_u(x) u_z
\]

where \( T_u(x) \) is assumed to be non-singular [31].

The new states, the positions and velocities of the tractor and trailer, are defined as follows:

\[
z = \begin{bmatrix} x^1 & y^1 & \cos \psi^1 & \sin \psi^1 & x^2 & y^2 & \cos \psi^2 & \sin \psi^2 \end{bmatrix}^T
= \begin{bmatrix} z_1 & z_2 & z_3 & z_4 & z_5 & z_6 & z_7 & z_8 \end{bmatrix}^T
\]

By combining the time derivative of (15) with the equations for the yaw angles and longitudinal speed model in (1), the state-space model can be written as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{z}_1 &= Az + Bu_z \\
y_z &= Cz
\end{align*}
\]

where \( z_1 = \delta^1, z_2 = \delta^2, z_3 = -\frac{z_3}{\tau} + u_{z_1}, z_4 = -\frac{z_4}{\tau} + u_{z_2}, z_5 = \delta_1, z_6 = \delta_2, z_7 = -\frac{z_7}{\tau} + u_{z_3}, z_8 = -\frac{z_8}{\tau} + u_{z_4} \) and \( y_z = \begin{bmatrix} z_1 & z_2 & z_5 & z_6 \end{bmatrix}^T \).

As can be seen from the formulation above, there are 4 inputs for the virtual linear system even though the number of inputs for the real-time system is equal to 3. This results in 2 input transformations for the hydrostat position HP. One of these transformations is based on the position of the tractor while the other is calculated with respect to the information coming from the trailer. Since the hydrostat position HP is the input for the speed measured by encoders mounted on the tractor rear wheels, the transformation obtained from the equations of the tractor is used for the hydrostat position transformation. Moreover, the steering angle of the trailer is not input-linearizable for the transformation. Therefore, we have to rely on the small steering angle assumption so that the term \( \cos(\delta^1 + \beta) \) is assumed to be equal 1. Thus, the total input transformation can be written as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\delta^1 &= \arctan \left( \frac{L^i ( -u_{z_1} \sin \psi^i + u_{z_2} \cos \psi^i )}{v^2} \right) \\
\delta^2 &= \arcsin \left( \frac{L^i ( -u_{z_1} \sin \psi^i + u_{z_2} \cos \psi^i )}{v^2} \right) \\
&\quad - \frac{L^d}{L^i} \left( -u_{z_1} \sin \psi^i + u_{z_2} \cos \psi^i \right) \right) - \beta \\
HP &= \frac{\tau}{K} \left( u_{z_1} \cos \psi^i + u_{z_2} \sin \psi^i + \frac{v}{\tau} \right)
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 3. Control scheme for the LMPC by using the input-state linearization

B. Linear Model Predictive Control

In this study, we considered the following LMPC formulation at each sampling time \( t \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\min_{x(t), u(t)} & \int_{t_k}^{t_{k+1}} \left( \|z_r(t) - z(t)\|^2_Q + \|\triangle u_z(t)\|^2_R \right) \, dt \\
& + \|z_r(t_{k+1}) - z(t_{k+1})\|^2_S \\
\text{s. t.} & \quad \dot{z}(t) = Az(t) + Bu_z(t) \\
& \quad -2 \leq z_3(t), z_4(t), z_7(t), z_8(t) \leq 2 \quad \forall t \in [t_k, t_{k+1}] \\
& \quad -2 \leq z_3(t + h), z_4(t + h), z_7(t + h), z_8(t + h) \leq 2 \\
& \quad z_r \text{ is the references for the system states and } \triangle u_z \text{ is the change of the input. The maximum speed of the system is 2 m/s; therefore, the constraints on } z_3, z_4, z_7 \text{ and } z_8 \text{ are defined in the formulation of the LMPC.}
\end{align*}
\]

The prediction horizon \( h \) has been set to 3 second. As motivated in Section III-B, the prediction horizon must not be very large due to the fact that the velocity of the system is too low. Moreover, the weighting matrices \( Q, R \) and \( S \) have been defined as follows:

\[
Q = \text{diag}(1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), \quad R = 10 \times Q \\
S = \text{diag}(1, 1, 0.01, 0.01)
\]

As can be seen from (19), the LMPC formulation is a convex optimization problem while the formulation for NMPC in (10) is the constrained nonlinear optimization problem that is non-convex. Therefore, it should be noted that the required computational time for LMPC is significantly less than the one for NMPC. The LMPC was implemented by using the Model Predictive Control toolbox in LabVIEW, which is a traditional method.

The block diagram of the control scheme for the IST-LMPC framework is shown in Fig. 3. As can be seen in Fig. 3, the generated inputs for the linear system are fed to the input linearization transformation to find proper inputs for the real-time system. Similarly, the outputs of the real-time system are fed to the state linearization transformation to calculate the states of the linear system.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For an autonomous ground vehicle application, there are two types of reference definitions: one is a time-based trajectory and the second is a space-based trajectory. Whereas the longitudinal speed of the ground vehicle is constant in the latter, it is controlled in the former [20], [32]. The space-based trajectory approach is convenient in case of one vehicle
in agricultural operations. If several vehicles are operating cooperatively, some of them need to be in a specific position in a specific time instant. For example, if a combine harvester and multiple tractor-trailer combinations are operating together, the tractor-trailer systems have to align with and follow the combine harvester which may vary its speed to maximally use its capacity. Therefore, the tractor-trailer systems should change their speed to get in line with and keep track of the combine harvester. This cannot be obtained with a space-based trajectory but requires the tracking of a time-based trajectory approach. Another example is the tracking of a path with variable speed to adapt the machine to variable crop density. Therefore, a time-based trajectory consisting of an 8-shaped trajectory has been used as a reference signal. The 8-shaped trajectory consists of two smooth curvilinear lines and two straight lines.

Throughout the experiments, the articulated unmanned ground vehicle has faced with uneven terrain and the sampling time of the frameworks is 0.2 second in real-time. The autonomous tractor-trailer system has succeeded in staying on-track for the NMHE-NMPC and ISL-LMPC frameworks as shown respectively in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b).

The Euclidean errors for the tractor and trailer are respectively shown for the nonlinear and linear controllers in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). By using the NMHE-NMPC framework, the mean values of the Euclidean errors of the tractor and trailer are obtained respectively 16.65 cm and 10.32 cm for the straight lines while 33.09 cm and 25.01 cm for the curvilinear lines. It is pointed out that the trajectory tracking error for straight lines has been less than the one for the curvilinear lines as shown in Fig. 4(c). The same framework was implemented for the space-based trajectory method in [16] while the time-based one has been used in this paper. The trajectory error to the space-based trajectory was less than the one to the time-based trajectory for straight lines, while it was more than the one to the time-based trajectory for curvilinear lines. Therefore, it can be concluded that the preferred approach depends on the shape of the trajectory. Moreover, an NMHE-NMPC framework for the time-based approach was designed for agricultural vehicles in [15]. It was reported that the Euclidean error was around 1 m. This shows the superiority of our frameworks.

By using the ISL-LMPC framework, the mean values of the Euclidean errors of the tractor and trailer have been obtained respectively 19.26 cm and 15.27 cm for the straight lines while 37.01 cm and 33.33 cm for the curvilinear lines as shown in Fig. 4(d). As reported in [33], the linear control techniques are invalid for curvilinear trajectories. However, thanks to the ISL transformation, the ISL-LMPC framework is capable of staying on-track. When these two frameworks have been compared, it is seen that the ISL-LMPC framework has performed worse than the NMHE-NMPC framework for both the tracking of the straight and the curvilinear lines. In the ISL-LMPC framework, the traction parameters are excluded from the model and the linearization of the system is executed at every time-step. The aforementioned factors are the reasons for the degraded performance.

The outputs of the controllers, which are the steering angles references for the tractor and trailer ($\delta', \delta$), and the hydostat position (HP) reference, are illustrated in Fig. 4(e). As seen in these figures, the control signals stay within the bounds and the control signals generated by NMPC are more smooth than the ones generated by LMPC. The reason for this difference is the high non-linearity of the input transformation for the ISL-LMPC framework. Moreover, the estimated traction parameters by the NMHE are shown in Fig. 4(f). The estimates stay within the bounds.

The execution times for NMHE, NMPC and LMPC are summarized in Table I. Preparation time denotes required computation time to evaluate objective, constraints and condensing procedure till all measurements are received, while feedback time is the required computation time to compute linear term and constraints bounds in condensed QP, and to send generated signals to actuators. As seen from this table, the average computation times for NMHE and NMPC were respectively equal to 6.8575 ms and 5.3904 ms. Thus, the overall computation time for the NMHE-NMPC framework was equal to 12.2479 ms. While the maximal computation time for the NMPC has been still reasonable for in real-time, the mean value of the computation time for LMPC has been 8 times lower with 1.2330 ms. Moreover, it is required to monitor the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker tolerances to check the optimality of the optimization problems for the NMHE and NMPC. The mean values of the KKT tolerances were respectively 7.8641 $10^{-4}$ and 4.264 $10^{-3}$. They are low enough to claim the optimality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NMHE</th>
<th>NMPC</th>
<th>LMPC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preparation</td>
<td>6.0637</td>
<td>5.1745</td>
<td>1.2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td>0.7938</td>
<td>0.2159</td>
<td>0.0030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>6.8575</td>
<td>5.3904</td>
<td>1.2330</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The NMHE-NMPC and ISL-LMPC frameworks have been developed for the time-based trajectory tracking problem of an articulated unmanned ground vehicle and implemented on a real-time system. The experimental results have shown that both frameworks are capable of keeping the system on-track. Thanks to the 1-step Gauss-Newton iteration principle, the computationally efficient NMHE-NMPC framework requires a computation time of around 12 ms, while the computation time for the ISL-LMPC framework is less than 2 ms. This reduction on computational burden came at the price of a worse tracking error; however, the ISL-LMPC framework can be used in case of limited computation power in real-time.

Recent developments in microprocessors technology and fast solution tools for NMPC have changed the well-known paradigm in a way that the belief of using NMPC for only relatively slow dynamic systems is no longer true. The comparative results presented in this paper also show that NMPC implementations for fast robotic systems do not require enormous computation power anymore.
Fig. 4. Experimental results (a) Reference and actual trajectories for NMPC (b) Reference and actual trajectories for LMPC (c) Euclidean error to the reference trajectory for NMPC (d) Euclidean error to the reference trajectory for LMPC (e) Control signals (f) Traction parameters
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